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A Schur’s theorem via a monotonicity and
the expansion module

By Lei Ni at San Diego

Abstract. In this paper we present a monotonicity which extends a classical theorem
of A. Schur comparing the chord length of a convex plane curve with that of a space curve of
smaller curvature. The main result establishes a Schur’s Theorem for spherical curves, which
extends the well-known Cauchy’s Arm Lemma. We also extend the result by allowing the curve
with the smaller curvature being any curve in Sn.

1. Introduction

For a convex curve c.s/ W Œ0; L�! R2 and a smooth curve in zc.s/ W Œ0; L�! R3 of the
same length (both parametrized by the arc-length), A. Schur’s theorem [10, Theorem A, p. 31]
(see also [7]) asserts that: If both curves are embedded, and the curvature of the space curve
zk.s/ WD j zT 0j.s/, where zT .s/ D zc0.s/ is the tangent vector, is not greater than the curvature
k.s/ of the convex curve, then dR3.zc.0/; zc.L// � dR2.c.0/; c.L//. Here c0.s/ denotes d

ds
c.s/.

From the proof of [10] it is easy to see R3 can be replaced by RnC1 with any n � 1.
The theorem can be proven for curves whose tangents have finite discontinuous jumps,

and to the situation that the curvature of the smaller curve zc.s/ is a curve in RnC1 for n � 1. For
each 1 � j � N � 1 at the point c.sj / the oriented turning angles (say counter-clock wisely)
is measured by signed distance j̨ WD dSn.c0.sj�/; c

0.sjC// > 0 (here note that ¹c0.s/º is
viewed as points in a great circle S1 inside Sn and an orientation is given based on the region
enclosed by c.s/ and the chord c.0/c.L/ is on the left side of c0.s/). The turning angle z̨j is
measured simply by z̨j D dSn.zc0.sj�/; zc

0.sjC//. In terms of the generalization to curves with
finite discontinuous points for the tangent, it assumes that there exists ¹sj º0�j�N such that
0 D s0 < s1 < � � � < sk < � � � < sN D L such that both c.s/ and zc.s/ are regular embedded
curves for s 2 .sj�1; sj / for all 1 � j � N satisfying k.s/ � zk.s/ and above defined j̨ and z̨j
satisfy that j̨ � z̨j for all 1 � j � N � 1. The convexity of c.s/ and the simpleness assump-
tion imply that j̨ 2 .0; �/ and

(1.1)
NX
jD1

Z sj

sj�1

k.s/ ds C

N�1X
jD1

j̨ � 2�:

This extension, together with some ingenious applications of the hinge’s theorem, allows
one to prove the famous Cauchy’s Arm Lemma for geodesic arms in the unit sphere (consisting
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of continuous broken great/geodesic arcs with finite jumps of the tangents) in [10, Lemma II,
pp. 37–38]. The lemma became famous due to that it had an incomplete/false proof by Cauchy
originally [6]. The corrected proof appeared in [1, 15] (cf. [1, p. 92 and Section 3.1]). This
spherical Cauchy’s Arm Lemma can also be proved by an induction argument [16], whose idea
in fact in part resembles the proof of the smooth case to some degree. Note that this lemma of
Cauchy plays a crucial role in the rigidity of convex polyhedra in R3, which finally was vastly
generalized to convex surfaces (convex bodies enclosed) as the famous Pogorelov monotype
theorem (cf. [5, Section 21]).

Schur’s theorem also can be applied to prove the four-vertex theorem for convex plane
curves, besides implying a theorem of H. A. Schwartz which asserts: For any curve c of length
L with curvature k.s/ � 1

r
, let C be the circle passing c.0/ and c.L/ of radius r , then L

is either not greater than the length of the lesser circular arc, or not less than the length of
the greater circular arc of C . High-dimensional (intrinsic) analogues of A. Schur’s theorem
include the Rauch’s comparison theorem and the Toponogov comparison theorem. The later
however has the limit of requiring that the manifold with less curvature must be a space form
of constant sectional curvature.

First we extend slightly the classical Schur’s theorem in terms of a monotonicity.

Theorem 1.1. Let c W Œ0; L�! R2 be a simple piece wisely regular convex plane curve
with curvature k.s/ � 0 and finite many discontinuities for the tangent at ¹sj ºN�1jD1 , and let
zc W Œ0; L�!RnC1 (n� 1) be another simple curve such that zk.s/D j zT 0j.s/� k.s/. Moreover,
we assume that the turning angles of ¹ j̨ º and z̨j satisfy j̨ � z̨j . Then for any 0� s0 < s00 �L
there exists a linear isometric map �s0;s00 W R2 ! RnC1 with �s0;s00.0/ D 0 such that

I.s/ WD hzc.s/ � �s0;s00.c.s//; �s0;s00.c.s
00/ � c.s0//i

is monotone non-decreasing for s 2 Œs0; s00�, or equivalently

(1.2) h zT .s/ � �s0;s00.T .s//; �s0;s00.c.s
00/ � c.s0//i � 0; s 2 Œs0; s00� n

N�1[
kD1

¹sj º:

We note that there is a freedom of the linear isometry by a rotation fixing the vector
�s0;s00.c.s

00/ � c.s0/. As s0 ! s00, when s00 is a smooth point, the linear isometric embedding
�s0;s00 converges to one identifying T .s/ with zT .s/ factoring this freedom.

Corollary 1.2. Under the same assumption as in the theorem, for any s0 � s0� < s
00
� � s

00,

(1.3) hc.s00�/ � c.s
0
�/; c.s

00/ � c.s0/i � hzc.s00�/ � zc.s
0
�/; �s0;s00.c.s

00/ � c.s0//i:

When s0 D s0� and s00 D s00�, we have

(1.4) jc.s00/ � c.s0/j2 � hzc.s00/ � zc.s0/; �s0;s00.c.s
00/ � c.s0//i:

The equality holds if and only if �.c.s//jŒs0;s00� and zc.s/jŒs0;s00� are the same.

Estimate (1.4) implies Schur’s theorem by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality applied to the
right-hand side of (1.4):

jc.s00/ � c.s0/j � jzc.s00/ � zc.s0/j; 0 � s0 < s00 � L:
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This extension allows one to rephrase the result in terms of the concept of the expansion module
[2,12] of vector fields. IfX W � � RnC1 ! RnC1 is a vector field defined on a convex domain,
then the expansion module is a function of one variable  .t/ such that

hX.y/ �X.x/;
y � x

jy � xj
i � 2 

�
jx � yj

2

�
:

Since zc.s/ and c.s/ are related via the parameter s, one may view zc as a related vector field
defined over �s0;s00.c.s// 2 RnC1. Now the estimate in Theorem 1.1 simply asserts that the
related vector fields zc.s/ has an expansion module function  .t/ D t with respect to the
associated vector �s0;s00.c.s//.

From the above connection between the concept of curvature and the expansion mod-
ule it is our hope that a high-dimensional Schur’s theorem could be discovered through the
consideration involving the expansion module.

Given that Schur’s theorem implies the Cauchy’s Arm Lemma for the arms of great arcs
in the unit sphere S2, a natural question is that if the spherical analogue of Schur’s theorem still
holds. Namely, given two embedded spherical curves c.s/ and zc.s/ in the unit sphere S2 � R3

parametrized by the arc-length s 2 Œ0; L� with L � � . Assume that c.s/ is convex (in the sense
that c.s/ together with a minimizing arc joining c.0/ and c.L/ bound a convex region in S2)
with geodesic curvature k.s/ � 0, and that the geodesic curvature of zc satisfies jzkj.s/ � k.s/.
Does it still hold that dS2.c.0/; c.L// � dS2.zc.0/; zc.L//? One could also allow the tangent of
curves to have same amount of finite many jumps at ¹sj º. In that case, at each sj , the oriented
angle j̨ 2 .0; �/ and the turning angle z̨j D dS2. zT .sj�/; zT .sjC// are assumed to satisfy that
j̨ � z̨j as in the previous case. The Cauchy’s Arm Lemma in the sphere provides a positive

answer in the special case where both curves have zero geodesic curvature for the smooth parts.
Given that the classical Schur’s theorem implies the four vertex theorem, and an open problem
in [3] is a spherical analogue of the four vertex theorem, a positive answer to this question,
beside a natural extension of Cauchy’s Arm Lemma, could be possibly useful in the study of
mechanics. Here we confirm this conjecture by proving

Theorem 1.3. The Schur’s theorem holds for two curves in S2 � R3 under the above
configurations similar to that of Theorem 1.1. The equality holds if and only if the two curves
are congruent by an isometry of S2.

In fact, what can be proved in Theorem 3.1 is more general. The proof is by a construc-
tion of auxiliary curves via the cones over c.s/ and zc.s/, with one of them being a convex
plane curve, and then reduce it to the above generalized Schur’s theorem, namely Theorem 1.1.
A similar construction was employed in [14] to reduce the interior regularity of a strictly con-
vex Alexandrov solution to that of a Minkowski problem solution. For the sake of completeness
we present the proof of Theorem 1.1 with details. Note that Theorem 1.3 generalizes the spher-
ical Cauchy’s Arm Lemma. It would be interesting to see if it plays any role in the proof of
Pogorelov’s monotype theorem. There were extensions of A. Schur’s theorem in hyperbolic
spaces [8] and in the Minkowski plane [11] earlier. It is also interesting to see if the method of
this paper can be used to provide a unified/alternate proof of the former work via Theorem 2.1.

The generalization in Theorem 1.1 allows a truly spherical version of Theorem 1.1 in
Theorem 3.1 providing a comparison between a convex curve in S2 and a curve in Sn, for any
n � 2, with its geodesic curvature zk.s/ � k.s/.
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The exposition [3] contains other interesting topics and constructions on spherical curves
and their relevance in the study of mechanics. In particular, there exists a conjecture concern-
ing the pseudo-functions in [3, Section 30] which is the analogue of four-vertex theorem for
spherical curves. It would be interesting if the above theorem can be applied to this problem.
Another possible application is towards the study of the flow of space curves.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

We prove the theorem and its corollary together. After a linear isometric embedding
� W R2 ! RnC1, which shall be specified later, we may consider the tangent T .s/ and zT .s/
as two curves in Sn. For the situation when the tangent T .s/ has a jump at sj , the minimizing
arc jointing T .sj�/ and T .sjC/ is also considered to be part of the image. They together form
a part of a great circle which is denoted by Image.T .s//. Namely, we may view T .s/ as a set
valued map into S1 � R2. First we choose a point N 2 image.T .s// as a normalized tangent.
Without the loss of generality we assume s0 and s00 are two smooth points.

The convexity of c.s/ implies that image.T .s// is part of a great arc of S1 � R2. If we
parametrize it with angle �.s/ from the positive x-axis, then �.s00/ � �.s0/ if s00 � s0. We first
find an s� 2 Œs0; s00� and a vector N 2 T .s�/ such that it equals .c.s00/ � c.s0//=jc.s00/ � c.s0/j.
When s� is a smooth point, T .s�/ is single valued. If s� D sj for some j , we pick one value
in the arc spanning from T .s��/ to T .s�C/. To make the argument easy, we put the plane
curve c.s/jŒs0;s00� into a xy-plane so that the vector c.s00/ � c.s0/ is in the positive x-axis direc-
tion, and c.s0/ and c.s00/ are on the x-axis. The curve c.s/j.s0;s00/ is inside the lower half
plane y � 0. The curve c.s/ can also be expressed as .x.s/; y.s// with y.s/ � 0. Note that
y.s0/ D y.s00/ D 0 (and x.s0/ < x.s00/). The continuous piece-wisely smooth function y.s/
attains a minimum somewhere at s� 2 .s0; s00/. Without loss of generality we may assume that
y.s�/ < 0, otherwise c.s/ is a line segment with k.s/ � 0 (which implies zk.s/ � 0, namely
zc.s/ is also a line segment). If s� ¤ sj , namely it is a smooth point, then y0.s�/ D 0, which
implies that T .s�/ D .x0.s�/; 0/. Namely T .s�/ is parallel to the x-axis. By the convexity, the
angle between T .s/ and the x-axis starts with �.s0/ � �� , and monotonically increases into
�.s00/ � � . Hence the angle between T .s�/ and the x-axis can only be ��; 0; � . We claim that
at s� the angle between T .s�/ and the x-axis can only be zero, namely x0.s�/ > 0, otherwise
c.s�/ must be on x-axis, namely y.s�/ D 0, which contradicts to y.s�/ < 0. If s� D sj for
some sj , namely the tangent has a turn at s�, then y0.s��/ � 0 and y0.s�C/ � 0 as the con-
sequence of that y.s�/ is the negative minimum of y.s/jŒs0;s00�. Since the angle between T .s�/
and the x-axis must be in .��; �/ (otherwise y.s�/ D 0 as the above), and the angle between
T .s��/ and the x-axis is in .��; 0�, while the angle between T .s�C/ and the x-axis is in
Œ0; �/, we can find a value between T .s��/ and T .s�C/ such that it is in the positive x-axis
direction. Putting these together we have found s� 2 Œs0; s00� and a vector N 2 T .s�/, which is
a positive multiple of c.s00/ � c.s0/.

After a possible rotation, when s� is a smooth point, we find a linear isometric embedding
� W R2 ! RnC1 such that

�.N / D zT .s�/:

We will specify the linear isometric embedding/identification later when s� is a point at which
the tangent of c.s/ has a jump. Below we shall omit � and denote the curve �.c.s/ (�.T .s//)
as c.s/ (T .s/ respectively).
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Now consider the two products Pi defined as

P1 WD hc.s
00/ � c.s0/;N i D

Z s00

s0
hT .s/;N i ds;

P2 WD hzc.s
00/ � zc.s0/;N i D

Z s00

s0
h zT .s/;N i ds:

From the choice of s� and N ,

hc.s00/ � c.s0/;N i D jc.s00/ � c.s0/j:

Now

P1 D jc.s
00/ � c.s0/j and P2 D

hzc.s00/ � zc.s0/; c.s00/ � c.s0/i

jc.s00/ � c.s0/j
:

The claimed estimate (1.4) amounts to showing that the second product is bounded from
below by the first (after a linear isometric embedding). Let j1 be the smallest j such that
sj � s

0, j2 be the biggest j such that sj � s00 and j3 be the biggest j with sj � s�. Observe
the convexity of c.s/ implies that, for the case s� is a smooth point,

j̨0
C

X
j1�j�j3

j̨ C

Z sj1

s0
k.s/ ds C

X
j1�j�j3�1

Z sjC1

sj

k.s/ ds C

Z s�

sj3

k.s/ ds D �

and X
j3C1�j�j2

j̨ C j̨4
C

Z sj3C1

s�

k.s/ ds C
X

j3C1�j�j2�1

Z sjC1

sj

k.s/ ds C

Z s00

sj2

k.s/ ds D �;

with j̨0
being the angle from �N to T .s0/ and j̨4

being the angle from T .s00/ to �N . This
implies that the image of T .Œs0; s��/ (a piece-wisely smooth spherical curve denoted by �1) and
the image of T .Œs�; s00�/ (another a piece-wisely smooth spherical curve denoted as �2) are two
minimizing arcs of the great circle. Geometrically, �1 is the piecing together of T jŒs0;sj1

/, the
connecting great arc jointing T .sj1

�/ to T .sj1
C/, T j.sj ;sjC1/, for j1 � j � j3 � 1, and con-

necting arcs joining T .sj�/ to T .sjC/, for j1 C 1 � j � j3, and T j.sj3
;s��. One may express

it in terms of the angle ˇ.�/ from N and parametrize it using � 2 Œs0; s� C
Pj3

kDj1
˛k� as fol-

lows. Let �.s/ denote the angle between N and T .s/ when s is smooth (which is in Œ��; 0�
for s 2 Œs0; s�� and in Œ0; �� for s 2 Œs�; s00�). Here an orientation is picked for c.s/ 2 R2, as
specified in the introduction. For sj , �.sj�/ denotes the angle between N to T .sj�/. Define
�.sjC/ similarly. Then �.sjC/ � �.sj�/ D j̨ . Explicitly, ˇ.�/, for � 2 Œs0; s� C

Pj3

j1
˛k�,

which takes value in Œ��; 0�, can be given by

ˇ.�/ D �.�/ for s0 � � � sj1
;

ˇ.sj1
/ D �.sj1

�/;

ˇ.�/ D �.sj1
�/C � � sj1

for sj1
< � < sj1

C j̨1
;

ˇ.sj1
C j̨1

/ D �.sj1
C/;

ˇ.�/ D �.� � j̨1
/ for sj1

C j̨1
< � < sj1C1 C j̨1

;

ˇ.sj1C1 C j̨1
/ D �.sj1C1�/:
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For j3 � 1 � j � j1 C 1,

ˇ

 
sj C

j�1X
j1

˛k

!
D �.sj�/; ˇ

 
sj C

jX
j1

˛k

!
D �.sjC/;

and

ˇ.�/ D �.sj�/C � �

 
sj C

j�1X
j1

˛k

!
for � 2

 
sj C

j�1X
j1

˛k; sj C

jX
j1

˛k

!
;

ˇ.�/ D �

 
� �

jX
j1

˛k

!
for � 2

 
sj C

jX
j1

˛k; sjC1 C

jX
j1

˛k

!
:

Finally,

ˇ

 
sj3
C

j3�1X
j1

˛k

!
D �.sj3

�/; ˇ

 
sj3
C

j3X
j1

˛k

!
D �.sj3

C/;

and

ˇ.�/ D �.sj3
�/C � �

 
sj3
C

j3�1X
j1

˛k

!
for � 2

 
sj3
C

j3�1X
j1

˛k; sj3
C

j3X
j1

˛k

!
;

ˇ.�/ D �

 
� �

j3X
j1

˛k

!
for � 2

 
sj3
C

j3X
j1

˛k; s� C

j3X
j1

˛k

#
:

One can check that �1.�/ is piece-wisely smooth. Moreover, the convexity of c.s/ implies
that ˇ.�00/ � ˇ.�0/ if �00 � �0. Similarly, a parametrization can be given for �2 with the corre-
sponding ˇ.�/ valuing in Œ0; ��. The choice of N , and that there is no ‘folding’ for �i , imply
that

(2.1) max¹Length.�1/;Length.�2/º � �:

Denote the spherical curves corresponding to zT by z�i . For example, z�1 is obtained by
piecing together of zT jŒs0;sj1

/, the minimizing great arc jointing zT .sj1
�/ to zT .sj1

C/, zT j.sj ;sjC1/

for j1 � j � j3 � 1, and minimizing arcs joining zT .sj�/ to zT .sjC/ for j1 C 1 � j � j3, and
zT j.sj3

;s��. However, since zc.s/ is not necessarily a convex plane curve, it follows that z�i over
.sj ; sjC1/, namely zT j.sj ;sjC1/ is not necessarily in a plane. Noting that N D T .s�/ D zT .s�/

we estimate

� � dSn.T .s0/;N / D dSn.T .s0/; T .s�// D Length.�1/

D

X
j1�j�j3

j̨ C

Z sj1

s0
k.s/ ds C

X
j1�j�j3�1

Z sjC1

sj

k.s/ ds C

Z s�

sj3

k.s/ ds

�

X
j1�j�j3

z̨j C

Z sj1

s0

zk.s/ ds C
X

j1�j�j3�1

Z sjC1

sj

zk.s/ ds C

Z s�

sj3

zk.s/ ds

D

X
j1�j�j3

z̨j C

Z sj1

s0
j zT 0j.s/ ds C

X
j1�j�j3�1

Z sjC1

sj

j zT 0j.s/ ds C

Z s00

sj3

j zT 0j.s/ ds

D Length.z�1/ � dSn. zT .s0/; zT .s�// D dSn. zT .s0/;N /:
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The second line above follows from the definition of the curvature (for the space curve) as the
derivative of the angle �.s/ between the tangent T .s/ and T .s C h/ for a curve [13, p. 49] and
that for a convex curve k.s/ � 0. The third line uses the assumption of the theorem, and the
last line follows from the definition of the (spherical) distance between two points being the
infimum of the length of all possible piece-wisely smooth pathes (in Sn) connecting them. By
the monotonicity of the parametrization of ˇ.�/ the same argument also implies that for any
smooth s 2 Œs0; s��,

� � dSn.T .s/;N / D Length.�1jŒs;s��/ � Length.z�1jŒs;s��/ � dSn. zT .s/;N /:

Here �1jŒs;s�� means the curve obtained by piecing together T jŒs;s�� as explained above. The
same applies to z�1jŒs;s��. The above estimate implies that

hT .s/;N i D cos.dSn.T .s/; T .s�// � cos.dSn. zT .s/; zT .s�//(2.2)

D cos.dSn. zT .s/;N // D h zT .s/;N i:

Rewriting the above estimate, we have

h zT .s/ � T .s/;N i � 0 for s 2 Œs0; s��,

which implies (1.2). A similar argument proves that inequality (2.2) holds also for s 2 Œs�; s00�.
Putting them together, we have (1.2).

Now we explain how to handle the case when s� D sj3
is not a smooth point. By the

previous construction N 2 T .sj3
/. Recall that the image of T .sj3

/ is the minimizing arc join-
ing T .sj3

�/ to T .sj3
C/. Assume that .t/ W Œ0; j̨3

�! S1 is this arc parametrized by the
arc-length t with .0/ D T .sj3

�/ and . j̨3
/ D T .sj3

C/. Assume that .t1/ D N for some
t1 2 Œ0; j̨3

�. There exists a similar minimizing geodesic z.t/ W Œ0; z̨j3
�! Sn corresponding

to zT .sj3
/. If t1 � z̨j3

, we choose a linear isometric embedding which identifies z.t1/ with N .
If j̨3

� t1 � z̨j3
, we identify N with z.z̨j3

� j̨3
C t1/. If none of the previous two cases

holds, namely t1 > z̨j3
and j̨3

� t1 > z̨j3
, we identify N with any arbitrarily chosen z.t/

with t 2 Œ0; z̨j3
�. For example, one choice of the linear isometric embedding is to identify N

with z.0/ D zT .sj3
�/. The above identification ensures the comparison since

dSn.T .s0/;N / D

j3�1X
j1

j̨ C

Z sj1

s0
k.s/ ds C

j3�1X
j1

Z sjC1

sj

k.s/ ds C t1

�

j3�1X
j1

z̨j C

Z sj1

s0

zk.s/ ds C

j3�1X
j1

Z sjC1

sj

zk.s/ ds C dSn. zT .sj3
�/;N /

� dSn. zT .s0/;N /

by t1 � dSn. zT .sj3
�/;N /, which equals either t1, z̨j3

� j̨3
C t1 or 0 according to the three

possible identifications above. (If in the last case of the above three situations we choose a linear
isometric embedding to identify N with z.t2/ the arc jointing zT .sj3

�/ with zT .sj3
C/, the

estimate remains true due to that t1 > z̨j3
� t2 since this inequality holds when the first two

situations do not arise.) The comparisons for s 2 Œs0; s�� and s 2 Œs�; s00� are the same.
Now we compare the two products Pi by writing

P1 D

Z s00

s0
hT .s/;N i ds D

�Z s�

s0
C

Z s00

s�

�
cos.dSn.T .s/; T .s�// ds:
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We express P2 accordingly. The above estimate (2.2) implies that

(2.3)
Z s�

�

cos.dSn.T .s/; T .s�// ds �

Z s�

�

cos.dSn. zT .s/; zT .s�// ds; � 2 Œs0; s��:

Similarly, we have

(2.4)
Z �

s�

cos.dSn.T .s/; T .s�// ds �

Z �

s�

cos.dSn. zT .s/; zT .s�// ds; � 2 Œs�; s
00�:

From (2.3) and (2.4), applied to � D s0 and � D s00 we have P1 � P2, namely the desired claim
(1.4). The equality case can be seen by tracing estimates. Applying them to � D s0� and s00�
respectively, we have (1.3). This completes the proof of corollary.

From the proof we have the following more general monotonicity since the proof for
the monotonicity works as along as N satisfies (2.1), while (1.1) implies that one can always
choose an s� 2 Œ0; L� and N 2 T .s�/ independent of s0 and s00.

Proposition 2.1. Let c W Œ0; L�! R2 be an embedded convex plane curve with curva-
ture k.s/ � 0. Let zc W Œ0; L�! RnC1 (n � 1) be a curve such that zk.s/ � k.s/. Then there
exist s� 2 Œ0; L�, N 2 T .s�/ and a linear isometric embedding � W R2 ! RnC1 with �.0/ D 0
and �.N / 2 zT .s�/ such that for any smooth s,

I 01.s/ D h
zT .s/ � �.T .s//; �.N /i � 0; s 2 Œ0; L�;

where I1.s/ D hzc.s/ � �.c.s//; �.N /i.

The proof can easily be adopted to show a comparison between a time-like curves in
a Minkowski plane L21 and another time-like curve in the three-dimensional Minkowski space
L31 with signature .C;�;�/. In fact, in terms of the monotonicity one may choose s� freely.

Following the convention of the physics, we call a vector u time-like if hu; ui > 0.
For a time-like curve c.s/, parametrized by the arc-length, jT .s/j2 D jc0.s/j2 D 1. Hence
T .s/ can be viewed as a point in the hyperbolic line H 1 (hyperbolic plane H 2) defined as
x21 � x

2
2 D 1 (x21 � x

2
2 � x

2
3 D 1, respectively). It can be checked easily that�1multiple of the

restricted metric on the line/surface is the standard hyperbolic metric. Using the arc-length s,
T .s/ can be expressed as .cosh �.s/; sinh �.s//. Hence �.s/ is the analogous angle function
of T .s/ in H 1. A simple computation shows that, for a convex curve, the angle difference
'.s2; s1/ D �.s2/ � �.s1/ equals the hyperbolic distance between T .s1/ and T .s2/. In fact,
T 0.s/ D .sinh �.s/; cosh �.s//� 0.s/. Note that

dH1.T .s2/; T .s1// D

Z s2

s1

p
�hT 0.s/; T 0.s/i D

Z s2

s1

� 0.s/ ds D �.s2/ � �.s1/;

where we have used the fact that � 0.s/ D k.s/ � 0. Moreover, for any two vectors u; v 2 H 1

(orHn), namely juj D jvj D 1, without the loss of generality we may express them as .1; 0/ and
.cosh �.s1/; sinh �.s1// for some s1 ¤ 0. For s1 > 0, consider the curve u.s/ W Œ0; s1�! H 1

given by u.s/ WD .cosh �.s/; sinh �.s// joining u and v,

hu; vi � 1 D

�
u.0/;

Z s1

0

u0.s/ ds

�
D

Z s1

0

sinh �.s/ � 0.s/ ds D cosh �.s1/ � 1:

Hence the Minkowski inner product hu; vi of two unit time like vectors is given by cosh � , with
� being the hyperbolic angle function. These observations are the hyperbolic analogues of the
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facts used in the above proof (concerning the angle difference being the distance between two
tangents in S1), which allow a similar consideration as the above to yield the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Let c.s/ W Œ0; L� be a time-like convex curve in L21 parametrized by the
arc-length, and let zc.s/ W Œ0; L� be a similarly parametrized regular time-like curve in L31.
Assume that k.s/ � jzkj.s/. Then for any s� 2 Œ0; L� and a linear isometric embedding of
� W L21 ! L31, which identifies T .s�/ with zT .s�/, we have

(2.5) I 02.s/ D h�.T .s// �
zT .s/; zT .s�/i � 0;

where I2.s/ D h�.c.s//�zc.s/; zT .s�/i. In particular, jc.L/�c.0/j � jzc.L/�zc.0/j. The equal-
ity holds if and only if �.c.s// D zc.s/.

The last statement above generalizes the result of [11] by allowing the second curve zc.s/
to be a space curve in L31. To derive this, by the first part of the argument in the proof of
Theorem 1.1 and [11, Lemma 3], we can find s� so that T .s�/ (or a vector in T .s�/ if s� is not
a smooth point) is a positive multiple of c.L/ � c.0/. Now integrate (2.5) with s� so chosen
and then apply the reversed Cauchy–Schwarz inequality (which holds for two time-like vectors
in L31). Note also that for the curves in two Minkowski planes, the result for space-like curves
is the same as that for the time-like curves.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.3

First note that if k.s/ � 0, then zc.s/ is a geodesic. Then claimed result holds. Hence we
assume that k.s/ > 0 somewhere.

We start with some basics on spherical (smooth) curves. Let c.s/ be a curve in S2

parametrized by the arc-length. Let T .s/ be its tangent, which is orthogonal to c.s/. Let
V.s/ D c.s/ � T .s/ be the cross product of c.s/ and T .s/ in R3, which is a normal of c.s/ in
Tc.s/S

2. The triple ¹c.s/; T .s/; V .s/º forms an orthonormal moving frame (of R3) along c.s/.
Since the geodesic curvature of a curve in the sphere (in a surface) is the changing rate of the
tangential great circles (tangential geodesics in general, by [17, (8-3) of p. 157]), and that V.s/
provides a natural parametrization of the tangential great circles, the derivative of V.s/ yields
the geodesic curvature of c.s/. This can also be formulated in terms of the following result,
which resembles the Frenet formulas. (But they are not the same. It is closer to the derivation
of Kepler’s law in [9].)

Proposition 3.1. Let k.s/ be the geodesic curvature of c.s/ (with respect to S2). Then
the following holds for ¹c.s/; T .s/; V .s/º:

c0.s/ D T .s/;

T 0.s/ D k.s/V .s/ � c.s/;

V 0.s/ D �k.s/T .s/:

Proof. The first equation is definition. Also, by definition, k.s/ D hT 0.s/; V .s/i. Hence
from

0 D
d2

ds2
.jcj2.s// D 2hT .s/; T .s/i C 2hc.s/; T 0.s/i D 2C 2hc.s/; T 0.s/i
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we deduce the second equation. Now by the second equation

V 0.s/ D T .s/ � T .s/C c.s/ � T 0.s/ D k.s/ c.s/ � V.s/ D �k.s/T .s/:

This prove the third one, hence completes the proof of the proposition.

The local convexity of c.s/ is equivalent to k.s/ � 0 (cf. [4, Proposition 2.1]). The con-
struction starts with the cone C.c.s// over the spherical curve c.s/ centered at the origin, and
then obtain a plane curve Pc.s/ by taking the intersection of C.c.s// with a plane P not pass-
ing the origin. The convexity of c.s/ implies that if we join c.0/ and c.L/ by a minimizing
geodesic (namely part of a great circle), it bounds a convex region D in S2. By approximat-
ing c.s/jŒ0;L� with c.s/jŒ0;L��� for positive � ! 0, we may assume that the total length of the
closed simple curve 𝜕D is less than 2� . By [18, Problem 1.10.4], D is contained inside the
interior of a semisphere. Hence the cone over this convex region D bounded by c.s/ and the
minimizing part of the great arc is convex, and the cone minus the origin is contained inside the
interior of a half space of R3. Hence there exists such a plane P which does not pass the origin
such that the intersection with the cone over c.s/, Pc.s/ together with the chord Pc.0/Pc.L/

enclose a convex domain in P . (Such a plane often is not unique. We simply choose one such
plane.)1) The curve Pc.s/ can be expressed as R.s/c.s/ with R.s/ being the distance of Pc.s/

to the origin. We need the following formula for the curvature of the space curve in R3 applied
to Pc.s/.

Proposition 3.2. If c.s/ is a convex curve in S2, then Pc.s/ is a convex curve in P . The
curvature k.s/ of Pc.s/ (as a space curve of R3) is given by

(3.1) k2.s/ D
jP 0c.s/ �P 00c .s/j

2

jP 0c.s/j
6

:

Proof. From the geometric definition of the convexity we know that c.s/ lies in a signed
semisphere cut out by any tangent great circle obtained by a planeP0 passing the origin. Then it
is clear that Pc.s/ lies on the corresponding half plane cut out by the corresponding tangent line
of Pc.s/ in P which is the intersection of P0 and P . This proves the convexity of Pc.s/. The
formula for the curvature of a space curve is well known and computational. See for example
[13, p. 51]. Of course, the formula does apply to the case that the curve happens to be a plane
curve.

Now let � be the arc-length parameter of Pc.s/. Direct calculation shows that

(3.2) �.s/ D

Z s

0

q
.R0.s//2 CR2.s/ ds:

We construct a space curve zPzc.s/ corresponding to zc.s/ by defining it as R.s/zc.s/. In gen-
eral, this is not a plane curve. The key observation is that the arc-length parameter for zPzc.s/
is the same as that of Pc.s/, namely it is given by (3.2) as well, since jzcj.s/ D 1 D jc.s/j
and jzc0j.s/ D 1 D jc0.s/j. Moreover, its curvature zk.s/ (as a curve in R3) can be expressed

1) This is only place where we used L � � . By [18, Problem 1.10.1], which asserts that the great circle and
the lune biangle are the only two cases that the total length of the closed simple convex curves equals 2� (it is less
than 2� otherwise), and [18, Problem 1.10.4], which asserts that if the length is less than 2� the bounded convex
region can be contained inside an open hemisphere, the convexity of c.s/ together with the assumption that c.s/ is
not part of a great circle implies the existence of such a plane without assuming L � � .
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similarly as

zk2.s/ D
j zP 0
zc
.s/ � zP 00

zc
.s/j2

j zP 0
zc
.s/j6

:

Namely, the second part of Proposition 3.2 applies to zPzc.s/ as well since it holds for any space
curve in R3. The key step is the following comparison.

Proposition 3.3. Under the assumption that the geodesic curvature k.s/ of c.s/ and the
geodesic curvature zk.s/ of zc.s/ satisfy k.s/ � jzk.s/j � 0, the curvatures of Pc.s/ and zPzc.s/
satisfy k.s/ � 0 and k.s/ � jzkj.s/:

Proof. Since Pc.s/ is convex, we have k.s/ � 0. It suffices to show that k2.s/ � zk2.s/.
First we observe that

jP 0c.s/j
2
D R2.s/C .R0.s//2 D j zP 0

zc.s/j
2:

This reduces the desired estimate to

(3.3) jP 0c.s/ �P 00c .s/j
2
� j zP 0

zc.s/ �
zP 00
zc .s/j

2:

Using the fact that ¹c.s/; T .s/; V .s/º forms an oriented orthonormal moving frame, a direct
calculation, using Proposition 3.1, shows that

P 0c.s/ �P 00c .s/ D .R
0.s/c.s/CR.s/T .s// � .R00.s/c.s/C 2R0.s/T .s/CR.s/T 0.s//

D .2.R0.s//2 �R.s/R00.s//V .s/ �R0.s/R.s/k.s/ T .s/

CR2.s/k.s/c.s/CR2.s/V .s/

D R2.s/k.s/c.s/ �R0.s/R.s/k.s/ T .s/

C .2.R0.s//2 �R.s/R00.s/CR2.s//V .s/:

Hence we have

jP 0c.s/ �P 00c .s/j
2
D .R4.s/C .R0.s/R.s//2/k2.s/(3.4)

C .2.R0.s//2 �R.s/R00.s/CR2.s//2:

A similar calculation shows that

j zP 0
zc.s/ �

zP 00
zc .s/j

2
D .R4.s/C .R0.s/R.s//2/zk2.s/(3.5)

C .2.R0.s//2 �R.s/R00.s/CR2.s//2:

From (3.4) and (3.5), the assumption k.s/ � jzkj.s/ implies (3.3), hence the desired estimate of
the proposition.

Now Proposition 3.3 and (3.2) imply that Pc.�/ and zPzc.�/ are two curves satisfying the
assumption of Theorem 1.1. Hence we have

dR3.Pc.0/;Pc.�.L/// � dR3. zPzc.0/; zPzc.�.L///:

Theorem 1.3 for the smooth curves now follows from the hinge theorem of Euclidean geometry.
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For the general case when the tangents of c.s/ and zc.s/ have finite jumps at ¹sj º, if we
denote the turning angles at Pc.sj / and zPzc.sj / by �j and z�j , then

(3.6) cos �j D
R0.sj�/R

0.sjC/CR
2.sj / cos j̨p

..R0.sj�//2 CR2.sj //..R0.sjC//2 CR2.sj //
:

By a similar formula for cos z�j we deduce that �j � z�j if j̨ � z̨j . Hence Theorem 1.3 follows
from the general case of Theorem 1.1.

The argument can be modified to prove the following more general result.

Theorem 3.1. Let c.s/ W Œ0; L�! S2 be a simple piece wisely smooth curve in S2

parametrized by the arc length such that its tangent has finite many discontinuities at ¹sj ºN�1jD1 .
Assume that the curve is convex. Namely together with a minimizing arc joining c.0/ and
c.L/, it bounds a convex region in S2. Assume that zc.s/ W Œ0; L�! Sn is another simple piece
wisely smooth curve satisfying that the only possible discontinuities of its tangent zT .s/ are
at ¹sj º, and the angle z̨j between T .sj�/ and T .sjC/ satisfies z̨j � j̨ . Moreover, assume
that the geodesic curvature zk.s/ D jD zT

ds
j satisfies that 0 � zk.s/ � k.s/. Then we have that

dS2.c.0/; c.L// � dSn.zc.0/; zc.L//. The equality holds if and only if zc.s/ is congruent to c.s/
after a proper linear isometric embedding of S2 into Sn.

To prove this general result, we need modified versions of Propositions 3.1–3.3 for the
curves zc.s/ in Sn and the corresponding curve zPzc.s/ D R.s/ � zc.s/ in RnC1.

The modified Proposition 3.1 for zc.s/ 2 Sn amounts to properly defining zk.s/. Let D zT
ds

denote the covariant derivative of the tangent zT as a vector in Tzc.s/Sn. Then we have

D zT

ds
D zT 0.s/ � h zT 0.s/; zc.s/i D zT 0.s/C zc.s/:

Here we also used

0 D
1

2

d2

ds2
jzc.s/j2 D h zT 0.s/; zc.s/i C j zT .s/j2:

We define zk.s/ D jD zT
ds
j. When D zT

ds
¤ 0, we may write it as zk.s/ zV .s/ with zV .s/ being a unit

vector which is normal to both zc.s/, and zT .s/. With this convention we do have

(3.7) zc0.s/ D zT .s/; zT 0.s/ D zk.s/ zV .s/ � zc.s/;

which are sufficient for the comparison of the curvatures of the constructed curves Pc.s/

and zPzc.s/ in R3 and RnC1. Note that zV .s/ is only defined locally when jD zT
ds
j.s/ ¤ 0, and

¹zc.s/; zT .s/; zV .s/º are orthonormal when zV is defined. However, the second equation in (3.7)
still holds even when zk.s/ D jD zT

ds
j D 0.

The key is a generalization of Proposition 3.2 since for this general case we can not use
a formula involving the cross product to compute the curvature of a curve in RnC1.

Proposition 3.4. Let r.s/ W .a; b/! RnC1 be a regular curve and � the arc-length
parameter. Let k.s/ be its curvature (defined as .hd

2r
d�2 .�/;

d2r
d�2 .�/i/

1
2 ). Then

(3.8) k2.s/ D
hr 00.s/; r 00.s/ihr 0.s/; r 0.s/i � hr 00.s/; r 0.s/i2

hr 0.s/; r 0.s/i3
:
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Proof. Note that
d�

ds
D jr 0j;

dr

d�
D r 0

ds

d�
D

r 0

jr 0j
:

Hence we have

d2r

d�2
D

d

ds

�
dr

d�

�
ds

d�
D

d

ds

�
r 0

jr 0j

�
jr 0j�1 D

r 00jr 0j2 � hr 00; r 0ir 0

hr 0; r 0i2
:

Using the definition of k.s/, we have

k2.s/ D
�
d2r

d�2
;
d2r

d�2

�
D
jr 00j2jr 0j4 � hr 00; r 0i2jr 0j2

jr 0j8
D
jr 00j2jr 0j2 � hr 00; r 0i2

hr 0; r 0i3
:

This proves the claimed formula.

Now we prove a similar comparison result as Proposition 3.3.

Proposition 3.5. Under the assumption that the geodesic curvature k.s/ of c.s/ and the
geodesic curvature zk.s/ of zc.s/ satisfy k.s/ � zk.s/ � 0, the curvatures of Pc.s/ and zPzc.s/ (as
curves in R2 and in RnC1) satisfy k.s/ � 0 and k.s/ � jzkj.s/:

Proof. The only difference is we use equation (3.8) to compute the curvature jzkj2.s/
of zPzc.s/. To simplify the notation, we denote zPzc.s/ by r.s/, which is given by R.s/ � zc.s/.
Clearly r 0.s/ D R0.s/zc.s/CR.s/zc0.s/ D R0.s/zc.s/CR.s/ zT .s/, and by (3.7),

r 00 D .R00 �R/zc C 2R0 zT CRzk zV :

Note that the above also holds when zk D 0. Now direct calculation shows

hr 00; r 00i D .R00 �R/2 C 4.R0/2 CR2zk2;

hr 0; r 0i D .R0/2 CR2;

hr 00; r 0i2 D ..R00 �R/R0 C 2R0R/2:

Putting the above together, Proposition 3.4 implies that

..R0/2 CR2/3jzkj2.s/ D ..R00 �R/R � 2.R0/2/2 CR2zk2..R0/2 CR2/:

This together with (3.1), the fact that jP 0c.s/j
2 D R2.s/C .R0.s//2, and (3.4) proves the propo-

sition.

Theorem 3.1 follows from Theorem 1.1 (precisely (1.4) applied to Pc.s/ and zPzc.s/),
Proposition 3.5, (3.6) and the argument of proving Theorem 1.3.
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